YMCA Christian Values Conference

Adult Agreement
As an adult participant, I agree to the following terms:
1. I will be a participant in the area I am assigned to.
2. I will attend all sessions.
3. I will ensure that the students under my care adhere to Conference Rules and attend all functions if they
are able.
4. I will adhere to the Adult Curfew in order to be considerate to all delegates and adults.
5. I will attend as part of a delegation and will be wholly accountable to that YMCA.
6. My actions and words will reflect positively on myself, my YMCA, and the CVC both on the mountain, at
home, and on the internet.
I understand that if I do not agree with these terms, or I exhibit behavior that is contrary to these terms or
contrary to the spirit of the YMCA I will not be allowed to attend the conference.

Facilitators
The role of Facilitator is a very unique role that demands an individual who possess a high amount of
character, empathy, patience, dedication to teens, and a good sense of humor. Spiritual discussions are
a natural and integral part of the Christian Values Conference Experience. Facilitators must be
comfortable discussing Christian principles with teens. It is not the job of a facilitator to “convert” a
student; however they must be prepared to answer questions when they come up. The life and behavior
of a facilitator must exemplify Christian character and the values of the YMCA. Facilitators must be
comfortable communicating the family program openly and honestly.
As a facilitator, I agree to the following terms:
1. I will follow the family program that is designed specifically for the experience by the Conference
Leadership.
2. I will attend all training sessions to review the Program and prepare for the week and support the
other facilitators. I will also attend all scheduled events.
3. My actions and words will reflect positively on myself, my YMCA, and the CVC both on the mountain,
at home, and on the internet.
Participant Communications
Online interaction with delegates that you meet through the Christian Values Conference are governed by the
YMCA of Greater Montgomery Social Media Policy. Each adult that attends must agree to abide by its terms. A
full copy of this form can be found at:

https://myym.ca/CVC-Social

Participation in YMCA programs indicates personal acceptance of this Agreement.

